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Weather: Chance of rain in the afternoons with a high in the low 90
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The Central Florida Future
'Sixteen pages

University of Central Florida/Orlando

Volume 19 Number 4

'Student' sneaks
through system
Admissions officer Renee
Simpson said they are about
10 people every fall who "slip
through the cracks.'' Johnson
School officials are not sure is one of those 10. Simpson
how it happened, but someone explained that admissions
beat the system.
workers probably allowed
The university's computer Johnson to register under
system, that is.
"hold" status without
UCF's
registration thoroughly checking her
computer let 18-year-old admission status.
Patricia Johnson register for
''We were really busy last
classes last week even though week,'' Simpson said.
she has never been admitted "Unfortunately, when you
to the university.
get that busy, things like this
Johnson completed a trial- sometimes happen.''
and-a d vise men t schedule,
Johnson decided in midregistered for classes and summer to attend UCF and
paid a deposit for a dorm submitted her application and
room before she discovered paperwork on Aug. 4. She
she was not a student.
said she never received an
"I went to turn in my acceptance or denial letter, so
measles form and they (the she assumed she had been
admissions office) told me I accepted.
wasn't a student," Johnson
said.
SEE SLIP UP, PAGE 6
by Tim Ball

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. Karl-Heinrich Barsch, associate professor of foreign languages at UCF, heads up the
French study abroad program.

Program gains popularity
tributions. After the ceremony, the mayor of
Lisieux held a champagne reception for the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
contestants at La Ferme Simeon Restaurante
where television cameras and reporters were
present to hear some of the essays read. At
Since the summer of 1980, Dr. Karlthe reception, Barsch was awarded a diploma
Heinrich Barsch, associate professor of
for an honorary membership into the
foreign languages at UCF, has directed
Academie Normande des Lettres. He is the
UCF' s French study abroad program in
only American professor to receive this high
Lisieux, France.
honor.
Each year, about 20 students, ages 16 to
While in France, Barsch lectured to
80, participate in the program. Students
students and French journalists about
learn to speak French fluently and learn
Madame Bovary, a popular French novel. "It
French culture. This year, though, the prowas quite a rare and unique opportunity for
gram and its participants received national
the students to speak with french
recognition for participating in the
journalists," Barsch said.
government-sponsored French Literary
Barsch and his students gained special
Festival, the Normandy Academy of
recognition when they were asked to appear
Literature.
in prearranged publicity photos in Lisieux
with La Tour de France winner, Greg LeBarsch believes the program has establishMond. This was the first time an American
ed a good reputation for itself and for · had won the age-old event.
Americans. For six years, the students have
Next year, the Normandy Academy of
been invited to participate in the festival.
Literature will sponsor a festival celebrating
Barsch believes he and his group were "very
the 10oo:year anniversary of the death of
lucky to have gotten in."
William the Conqueror, who invaded
Fourteen of the 24 students wrote poems,
England in 1066. Again, Barsch's group will
short stories and essays about their first imbe the only Americans invited to enter the
pressions of Normandy. All of the entrants
received honorary diplomas for their conSEE FRANCE, PAGE 4
by Becky Walker

UCF students who have not
presented documented proof
of immunization for rubella
and imrnuni ty to measles and
have not received vaccinations, may soon find
themselves banned from their
classes.
That was the case last
winter when a measles crisis
was declared at Florida State
University after a student
returned from Christmas
vacation with the virus. FSU
health officials said a mass
immunization of about 23,000
people in ten days turned into
a tremendous undertaking.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

supplement,

returns.
Included In this Issue Is a
feature story on Jy_lle
Renfro, a UCF student that

you

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Staff Report

With this Issue of The
Central Florida Future,
Confetti,
the
entertainment and feature

So check out the middle
of the paper where
Confetti sits wciting for

by Stacey Strazis

A less extreme case occurred at the University of
Florida prior to the FSU
crisis.
Because of these cases and
nationwide concern, the
Florida Board of Regents
adopted
proof ·ofimmunization as a new policy.
According to Dr. Scott
Langdon, director of the UCF
Health Center, UCF was
already strongly prepared for
an immunization push prior
to the BOR's mandate. UCF
established a relationship
with the Orlando City Health
Department which put UCF
at the top of the list for vaccination supply.
SEE IMMUNIZE, PAGE 7

Influx of temporary teachers causing fuss

Confetti is back

e cells In riding Hobie
Cats.
Also in the Confetti
section Is a movie review
of tand B M and a
review or the new album
by Huey Lewis and the

UCF to students:
get those shots or
get out of class

Julie Renfro
rides
the
waves on her
Hobie Cat.

Colleges are hiring fewer tenure-track faculty
members, and thus are creating a kind of teaching
"underclass" that is damaging higher education,
the American Association of University Professors
says in a new report.
The new temporary faculty members -- most of
them women -- get less pay and have less academic
freedom in their classrooms, the report charges.
College hiring of temporary teachers has grown
at an alarming rate, the AA UP added, mostly
becuse it's cheaper to hire temporaries than to
recruit tenure-level professors.
But colleges are "shooting themselves in the
foot" by doing so, says Dr. Herschel Kasper, a
Princeton professor who au bored the AAUP
report.
The nontenure-track teachers "adverselv affect
the quality of faculty and the attracti"ene~s of the

institution," Kasper adds.
One reason, he explains, is that students and
other faculty members can form only "tenuous
relationships" with the temporary teacher.
AAUP officer Dr. Robert Kreiser adds shortterm professors may be "not as committed" to
students as their tenure-track colleagues.
"Most," Kreiser says, "are assigned to the most
pedagogal tasks, and are not as available to
students as other long-term faculty. What does
that say about the quality of education?"
Temporary teachers, moreover, are more
"economically concerned" about their careers, and
more prone to avoid controversy in class.
But the trend, thanks mostly to state and federal
budget cuts. is accelerating, the AA UP report
found.
'T early a half of all the first-time junior faculty
positions -- jobs taken right after graduate school -were nontenure-track in 1981.
SEE FACULTY, PAGE 5
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Leadership Education And Development

Welco.me Back

To the L.E.AD. Challenge
L.E.A.D. Team Members
Remember, our first meeting this semester
is Thursday, September ·11 in ED 340 at
7:00 p.m.!!! If you have any questions or
problems before than, please call Scott
Garrison at 275-2191 anytime, or stop by SC
153 in the Student Government Offices and we
would love to.help!!!

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
Please provide latest information for
publication in student directory.
Otherwiset information listed in computer
at time of enrollment (unless
subsequently updated in Records
Office) will be used. Turn the
below form in to Student Affairs,
ADM 282. If you do not wish
to have any portion of this information
published, go to Student Affairst
ADM 282, and complete a "No
Disclosure t' form.

-----------------Name:---~~--~~Last

First

MI

Local A d d r e s s : - - - - - - - (Street)

•

(City, State, and Zip Code)

•

Permanent A d d r e s s : - - - - - - (Street/Box)

(City, State, and Zip Code)

Local Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Permanent Phone: - - - - - - (If different)

•

Do You Think Student
Government

Has Gone To
·T HE DOGS???

•
•

BecoIDeA

Student Senator!·!!

•
•

•

•

•
•

Liberalism alive and kicking at convention
by Karen L. Ziebell
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Liberalism apparently made something of a
comeback at the recent national convention of the
U.S. Student Association in Boulder, Colo.
The 250 delegates, themselves student
government leaders from some 100 campuses
around the country, endorsed a wide array of
"progressive" platform positions, and
unanimously re-elected officers who, in the last
year, steered USSA away from its moderate course
of the early 1980s.
''The pendulum is swinging toward a more
progressive base," Tom Swan, USSA's newly reelected president, says.
Swan doesn't call the delegates' mood "liberal"
because liberalism is "dead on campus. It's
associated with the old Democratic party."
But by any name, the delegates approved some
70 pages of resolutions favoring the California
grape boycott and condemning the arms race, U.S.
policy towards South Africa, William Rehnquist's
nomination as chief justice and, with a bow toward
the diminish)ng numbers of conservative delegates,
communism.
USSA began a rightward shift in 1980, in part to
deflect a challenge from the now-defunct American
Student Association, which marketed itself as a
conservative
alternative to USSA, although . it
.

"People here are angry because
they've seen the future, and they
don't like it."
·Gary Seeman, delegate at U.S.
Student Association convention
rarel) Jobbierl in Congress, and in part because the
membt::r ~cnools demanded it.
Until thi~ ""'~r USSA, which lobbies on
students' behalf in Washington, D.C., and is
probably the Lngge..;t student group in the country,
carefully avoided taking vehement stands on
"nonstudent issues" like abortion, labor relations
or military registration.
Sticking to overtly collegiate issues like financial
aid, USSA gradually rebuilt its membership and
outlasted the ASA, which was troubled by internal
scandal almost since its inception.
At the 1986 meeting, however, there were few
avowed conservatives.
Southern Cal's delegates did walk out of a "pro
choice" speech by Gaye Williams of the National
Congress of Black Political Women.
But the USC delegates, said Illinois delegate Peg
Phillips disapprovingly, "wore suits and ties
everywhere they went."

Conservative delegates. added Iowa State senior
Carolyn Bugh before the votes on nonstudent'
issues, "will be listened to, but won't get much
passed."
Re-elected Vice President Cecelia Ham contends
' USSA didn t change. The people in it changed.
It's more progressive, social views now."
The delegates, of course, are themselves student
politicians who are much more sensitive to such
'social" issues than other students.
And there is evidence they ar..e out-of-step with
the people they represent.
Some polls and most conventional wisdom
suggest students are becoming more conservative
with each passing year.
A Michigan State newspaper poll, for example,
earlier this year found 52 percent of the students
politically moderate, 27 percent conservative and
only 20.1 percent liberal. The Yowig Democrats at
Brigham Young University is "virtually
nonexistent.''
But more scientifically, the latest data from the
Higher Education Research Institiute at
University of California-Los Angeles indicate the
notion of a conservative tide on campuses is not
correct.
"We got calls in the 1984 election asking us why
students were so conservative. We found that
wasn't the case,'' says Dr. Kenneth Green of
HERL "While Reagan may have been personally
SEE LIBERAL, PAGE 8

Bike peddler promotes peace cause at .UCF
by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

Tilvila Hurwit, who has been biking
around the state promoting the
United Nation's International Year of
Peace: 1986, will be. speaking. tonight
at the Student Center at 6 p.m.
Both Hurwit and Dristi Pliske, her
biking companion, are members of
the Sri Chinmoy Meditation Chapter
in Kendall, Fla. The chapter's sole
purpose is dedicated to physical
fitness and world peace through selfoffering.
Chinmoy is the spiritual teacher
who has conducted meditations for
U.N. delegates and staff two times a
week for the past 16 years. He also
has done meditations for the U.S.
Congress on occasion. Chinmoy's
beliefs center around the idea of using

sports and physical fitness to achieve,
among other things,
selftranscendence.
On Saturday, Hurwit and Pliske
will take their quest to Orlando,
where they will ride around the city to
draw attention to their cause. The
pair have been participating in bike
rides across the state to promote
Peace: 1986. At each stop, they bike
40 miles, one mile for every year the
U.N. has been in existence.
The peace riders, who started The
Florida Peace Rides in July, plan to
hit 27 cities by December, and hope
the activities will make residents of
Florida more aware about local and
international peace issues.
"I support what the U.N. stands
for," Pliske said. "The U.N. sees
humanity as one family on Earth."
As for her own efforts, Pliske said:
''Anyone can work for world peace in

their own lives. 1t starts with
changing ourselves."
Hurwit, in a prepared statement,
said, "If world peace is going to
become a reality, we have to make an
inner commitment to help bring it
about in our own way, with our own
capacities.
"The U.N.'s vision of global
harmony is still very much alive,
especially in this significant year."
Pliske uses biking to improve her
own meditations on peace. "Each
place we stop, we ask for a moment of
silence, peace. We feel that the rides
themselves, the act of doing it, brings
an atmosphere of peaceful energy."
Both riders must fund their own
excursions, as the The Florida Peace
Rides is a non-profit event. However,
Pliske, who is a assistant manager at
a Miami health food store, noted that
the rides do not affect her job, as she

has every Wednesday and Thursday
off to devote to her biking.
Publicity has been big about the
event, as The Miami Herald and The
Palm Beach Post have done features
on the pair. Pliske added, "We've
gotten a favorable response (from the
press) everywhere we've gone.''
Pliske said each city's response also
has been quite positive. "Because
what we're doing is selfless and we're
not affiliated with any political body,
we've received positive · responses
from people.''
The whole purpose of the event is
best summed up by Hurwit, "We can
support this dream (of world peace)
and contribute in our own way by
trying to cultivate peace in our
individual lives and in our
communities.''

In November 1973 Cliff Shaw was stricken with
cancer.
Fortunately it was dete~ted e_a~ly enough. And ~ith.
surgery Cliff was able to continue h II!g a he~lthy, ac~1ve II fe.
There was a time when such a d1agnos1s was irtually
hopeless.
But today, cancer is being beaten. Over the. ears, we've
spent $500,000.000 in research. And we' e made great
strides against man. forms of cancer.
.
With earl detection and treatment the sur 1val rate
for colon and rectal cancer can be as high as 75%. Hodgkins
disease, as high as 74%. Breast cancer. as high as 90%.
TodaJ, one out of two people who get cancer gets w 11.
Its a whole new ball game.

I

TAMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY .
~

Help u k p winning.
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FRANCE
FROM PAGE l
competition.
Students of all levels are invited to apply for the trip.
They must have had at least
one semester of college-level
French.
Amy Lewis, a student who
went on the trip this past
summer and one of the 14 to
receive honorary diplomas,
said that the trip opened her
eyes to other cultures and, in
turn, made her appreciate
America more. "If you want
to become fluent in
French ... go! It's inevitable."
For further information

4

"If you want to
become fluent in
French ... gol It's inevitable."

·Amy Lewis, UCF
student
about the French, Italian and
Spanish programs abroad offered by UCF's Foreign
Language Department, phone

~nna Calloway /Central Florida Future

Having a blast

Preparations begins for the production of Romeo and Juliet to open on October 30.

275-2472.

NOTHING IMPRESSES AN EMPLOYER
LIKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL
EVERY ONCE IN AWHILE.
QUESTION #3.

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S "REACH OUT~AMERICA''?
a) A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
hour's worth of calls to any other state in America for
iust$10.15 a month.
b) A 90-minute special starring "Up With People!'
c)
d)

Raccoons
can't.
~·

A Publi

Q' of Thi-

ervice

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

•

If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

•

e) Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.

f!'lll

•

ew paper ~

& The Advertising Cou ncil

THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
DEATH .•.

•
•

-·I(·
OR LIFE!
IS A

•

•
•

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT !
Life

' in Reminder from

THE FLORID CO LJTIO
FOR UTO SAFETY 0

AT&T

The right choice.

·e Sep·ernber 4, 1 86,

. FACUL Y

FROM PAGE 1
By 1982-83, some 60 percent of the nation's
humanities faculty members were not tenured.
Women, moreover, now occupy between 40
percent and 45 percent of all nontenure-track
positions ~n American campuses, Kasper adds.
" We learned the incidence of full time nontenuretrack employees increased dramatically and spread

to virtually all fields,' · Kreiser says.
Kasper debunks the notion that temporary
teachers make it eaSier for colleges to try ne
courses and cut back labor costs in fiscally hard
times.
'Institutions argue curriculum flexibility by
saying 'There are new studies and fields we'd like
to try and see if they are attractive to students,' '
Kasper says.
But by using temporary teachers to try the
classes, colleges really don't commit themselves to

5

making sure -the cla e are viable.
· 7hat we (AAUP l concluded was there's no need
to ha e one of those ne provisional arrangement
because every institution is entitled to have new
faculty on probation for at least four years,'
Kasper explains.
''The school could hire tenured faculty on a
probationary period," he notes. 'By the end of the
four to seven years, the institution should have its
mind make up on the new program.'

The easiest puzzle
you' II ever solve.
DOWN
2. Which 18-year-old
guys have to register?

ACROSS
I & 4. What 18-year-old
guys have to register
with (2 words)

3. Wha1 you broke if
you 're in prison-as in
Selective Service
registration is _ _
_ _ . (2words)
5.
with
Selective Service!
6. Not difficult-like
Selective Service
registration .
8. Where you registerthe _ _ office.
10. How long registration takes-_ _
minutes.

7. Initials of 1and 4
across .
9.
asaflashlike Seledive Service
registration .
11 . Selective Service is
_ _ a draft.
12 . You must register
within a month of your
_ _ birthday.

If you're a guy about to tum 18, you need to know the answers to this
puzzle. Don't worry, it's easy. Within a month of your 18th birthday, you must
register with Selective Service. Just go to the post office and fill out a card.
- - - - - - - - T h a t ' s all there is to i t . - - - - - - - -

Register with Selective Service. It's Quick. It's Easy. And it's the Law.
.

Presented as a public service message by the Selective Service System.

aAfd ·m 1s0cJ ·a.AsD::r · 91aJS!,6a~ ·c; fiWf aQJ. ·E: auaA.10./\a ·z :NMoa ·1.nuaa11.t.B1a ·z110N ·11 ){:::>~ ·6ss ·l a:::>JA.1aS0./\JPa1as 't>'B 1:ssorov :SH3MSNV

BLACK

STUDENT

UNION

E. L· E C T I 0 N S
Prospetive candidates can pick
up an election packet from the
Office Of Minority Student Services (ADM 225).

The largest and newest grocery
store in East Orlando.

-------------·------------• A Full-Service .Deli & Bakery
• Party Platters & Sandwiches
. • Open 24 Hours

- - - - - - featuring - - - - - -

Tues. Sept. 2:

Declarati.o n of
Candidacy begins
Tues. Sept. 9: Declaration of
Candidacy ends
Wed. Sept. 10: Campaigning
begins
Tues. & Wed.
Sept.16 & 17: ELECTIONS

• OLD MILWAUKEE BEER 6 PACK

$1.69

12 oz.

• SEGRAM'S WINE COOLERS 4 PACK

12

oz.

$3.89
• GIGANTIC Buy-One-Get-One-FREE SALE
Sept. 4 · 1_0
• 10% OFF ANY DELI SANDWICH WHEN
YOU BRING IN THIS AD

JIMMY'S THRIFTWAY
Alamo Shopping Center

10681 E. Colonial Drive
658·9412
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SLIP UP
FROM PAGE 1

Orlando to attend school here.
" I asked if there was
anything I could do, but they
just told me to try Valencia
(Community College). "
Does she still want to
attend UCF?
"I'd like to. But after all
this, I'm really not sure."

Housing director Chris
McCray said Johnson paid a
deposit for a dorm room, but a
refund has been arranged.
Johnson, a New York
native, said she m"""'n t <'

DANGER I

WARNING SIGNS OF STROKE
Dizziness or unsteadiness
A change in mental abilities
Numbness or weakness in face, arm or leg
Garbled speech or inability to speak
Eye problem - sudden dimness of vision in one
eye or double vision
Recent, severe headaches .or change in
pattern of headache

A public sef'\11ce of this newspaper and the Department
of th e Treasury's Financial Management Sef'\11ce

!)

For more information on stroke write Stroke Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742

Classifieds·
------Your key to the Future-----SO.SO per line: Students, staff, & faculty

10% discount for the

Sl.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses

purchase of 1O or more issues.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2865.
'

Announcement
•

AU students, faculty,
administrators and staff
are invited to attend the first
Back-To-School Convocation
sponsored by the
Office Of Minority Services

We would like to be your
Host for this year's Rush.

• Pizza
•Beer
• FREE Delivery

When:

Sunday, September 7, 1986

Time:

2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Where:

University of Central Florida
Student Center Auditorium

Theme:

"Believe that what you are doing
today is preparation for something
better towmorrow."

Guest
Speaker:

call for special group rates

678-1655

--------r------1P.izzaJnn I Pizza.inn. I
I
I
I
I

I

$2 OFF any
Medium
$3 OFF any
Large
delivery only

I
I

!

4 · 32 oz. Soft
Ori ks FREE
with any Pizza
pure ase
delivery only

I
I
I
I
I

----------------~

Other:

Dr.James Beck, Driector, Division
of Cirriculum Instruction and
School Services at Florida A & M
University
Music provided by UCF Gospel &
Cultural Choir and table exhibits
by the College of Arts & Sciences,
College Of Business, College Of
Engineering, College Of Health,
College Of Education, Athletic
Department, Student Affairs,
Army & Air Force ROTC and Student
Government

e, Sep ember 4, 1986, 7

ARE YOU READY
FOR THE UNT?

Join AD·2 Greater Orlando's advertising
organizations for young professionals
• Meet industry people
• Learn about advertising
• Become a member and
we'll help you find a jobi

Where: Citrus Club (CNA Building,
Downtown)

When: 2nd Thurs. every month
6-7 pm Mingle
7·8 pm Program
For More Info Call: Pat McFarland 244-8347

IMMUNIZE
FROM PAGE 1
With no appointment
necessary, students can save
S25 to 840 by receiving their
immunization shots from the
Health Center for 10. Arrangements have been made
with Park Care Community
Health Center on University
Boulevard for a fee of 823.70.

GREATER ffilAfOO

2Alafaya
Mi les las
1 01..)f

ST.

:r:.E

jl~lillll

::

which i
compri ed of
tudents and facul Y. d ·d d.
··Immunization hould be acpape ·ork.
It i believed that most
student are immunized but
don 't ·ant to take the time to
find heir record , Langdon
said. One way to eliminate
this problem i; for tudents to
keep their own personal file of
immunization proof.

''An investment
in knowledge
pays the best
interest.''

STUDENTS Half Price

• Pegulor Cut S3.5C ·
• ryle C: u1 St> <.. 1( ' & Jl. C•r ·
• 1adies :, tylr~ Cul ":> !.<. ·<.. :
• •'erms $L(} ()() & up

acr '·SS rr · m 1 airway
C- t.Jniry Club
'V10N -I Pl 8-6
· 1\I 8-4

I~unizations not co ·ered
bv the tuden health fee. the
h~alth fee committee decided.
complished before coming to
this institution, so the · can
sail though with out has.sles. ··
Anvone who belieYes the ·
are a"n exception to the ruie
because of valid medical contradictions. such as pregnancy, must still contact the
health center for the proper
Langdon said the committee,

___ . _ - - - _

WALK·IN or by
APPT. 275·3404

Your Government has published thousands
of books to serve America. And now
the Government Printing Office has
put together a catalog of the
Government's ~'Bestsellers"-almost a
thousand books in all. Books like

JOSEPH'S

CATHOLIC CHURCH

The Space Shuttle at Work, Starting
a Businr.ss, U.S. Postage Stamps,
and National Parks Guide and
Map. I daresay there's even

-------- ·--------

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 p.m.

information on one of my favorite
subjects-printing.
Find out what the Government
has published for you-send
for your free catalog. Write-

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME
r-~,:::.,:- - - - - ,

·

l"=.~~•oot
I
11-··
I
I ,.,

I
I

~ii
~·

I

~I

I
I

·~··--'•- ~ I
IL,. _________ .JI

We can all beat
inflation ifwe just use our
dollars an<t sense.

11731 E. Colonial Drive
Comer of Alafaya & E. Colonial
Orlando, Florida 32817

The Aerobics Studio, Inc. at the Dance Center

1n the Willa Springs Village specializes only in

695·7072
Ula Springs Village, Tuscawilla Rd. & Red Bud Rd.

If you're a freshman or just
too lazy to finish Tuesday's
puzzle, here's the solution.
There! Now don't you feel
cheep and superficial?
Good, 'cause so do we for
printing it. Good day, eh?

University

at the Dance Center

aerobic exercise - no fancy machinery, no fancy talk - Just personal attention to your needs
by highly motivated, certified instructors.
Register now from 9 am - 11 am, Monday
throuoh Friday at the Dance Center for morning co-ed classes for beginners. intermediate
to advanced and heavyhanders. Childcare is
available. For more information, call:

The
Puzzle

Beautifully Redecorated Restaurant

• Luncheon Buffets
• Seafood Buffet Friday
Nights (all you care to eat)
HOURS: Breakfast
6am-llam

Lunch
Dinner
llam·2pm 5pm-10pm

Banquet And Party Facilities Available

HOST HOTEL
FOR
UCF EVENTS
10% discount for Students,
Faculty and their Families
for hotel accomodations.

OUR LOUNGE FEATURES
• Thursday Night · College
Night w/special prices
• Happy Hour Nightly·
5· 7 pm
• Entertainment · Tuesday·
Sunday

I, the Central Florida Future, September 4, 1986

Are you denying

LIBERAL
FROM PAGE 3
oopular on campus, his policies were not.
"Students are not moving left to right. Our
data show the trend is from liberal to middle
of the road," Green adds. "We've always
shown a fairly constant number of
conservatives on campus (18 to 20 percent) in
the 20 years we've been doing this."
"USSA," Vice President Ham maintains,
"is reflecting the moods on campuses."
"Remember the average age for students in
community colleges is now 25- to 27-yearsold. They are (politically) moving more to the
left," Ham says.
She says students today often juggle their
educations with jobs, families and fiscal
obligations, and so take much broder views of
politics and social issues than their
counterparts of just a few years ago.
"People here are angry because they've
seen the future, and they don't like 1t,"
asserted Univeristy of Wisconsin delegate
Gary Seeman. ''The conference is on the
liberal side mostly as a reaction to Reagan's
policies.''
Criticism of the administration's college

policies, which have advocated deep cuts in
18 of 19 federal college programs since 1981,
was seemingly universal among the
delegates.
"Education cuts never heal," said one
popular T-shirt at the USSA Congress, "and
Reagan is going for the jugular."
While campaigning, Swan also stressed the
drastic cuts in federal aid to colleges and
students.
And, in much the same way, other
delegates' anger concerning student aid cuts
spilled over into other issues. Swan then
extended his argument into a condemnation
of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollins balanced
budget law.
The law, of course, would require ongoing
cuts in federal education programs, among
others.
"Gramm-Rudman-Hollins," Swan says, "is
a stupid, stupid law." USSA's delegates
voted to have USSA ask Congress to repeal
the measure.
But the group's lobbist, Kathy Ozer, was
somewhat dubious about the wisdom of
spending time on "nonstudent issues" that
could be better spent on student aid budgets
and the like.

Class starting

yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may. if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. Its not too late to do better
on your grad school
exam.

GRE Sept. 9
LSAT Oct. 7
GMAT Nov. 3

678-8400

KAPLAN

STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONALCTNTER LID

The worlds leading
test prep organiz.ation.

2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

The CLAST... ·
will you pass?
Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST
Readin~,

Writing, Mathematics

This book Includes Instruction and sample questions
created using the state CLAST specifications.
It's only $8.95. ask for It at your bookstore.

H _Publishing

-H Company

12165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N
Clearwater, FL 33575

THE BEST
THINGS
IN LIFE

AFRIEND.
xx

ARE FREE.
Staplers, paper cutters, hole punches, tape,
white-out, glue sticks, paper clips and a large,
well organized workspace are yours for the
asking. And copies ore a steal, too.

inko'

•

Open early. Open late.
Open weekends.
127 West Fairbanks

(across from Bailey's)
plenty of off-street lighted parking

(305) 628-5255
M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 12 noon-9 p.m.

"
Nr
MORE.

A lot of people don't vote because
they think it doesn't count. But think: of
all your friends who think the same
way you do about the future of our
country.
Get your friends to vote with you,
and together your votes will count
more. This year, vote with a friend.
A Pu · Service

es.sage from The

a
Assoaation of Secretaries of
State. A encan Otize
1p Educabon Proiect
This ewspaper & The Adverbs
Council

.NOW OPEN
.

J 8c L

OFFICE SUPPLIES
TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

277·7776
Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl
10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
Part-Time and Full-Time sales reps. wanted.
Commi~sion basis only plus mileage.
call for an interview

..
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SHARE
THE
SPIRIT!
..

SOCCER
Women's
•

Sunday Sept. 7
UCF
vs.
FL International Univ.
3:00 PM

Men's
Tuesday Sept. 9
UCF
vs.
Univ. of Tampa
3:30 I 7:00 PM

.FOOTBALL
Saturday Sept. 6

UCF
vs.
Bethune-Cookman
7:00 PM
Orlando Stadium
Donna Calloway/Central Flolldo Future

VOLLEYBALL
FRIDAY SEPT. 5
UCF FALL
PREVIEW CLASSIC

Opinim,~~~~~~~~~~~
UCF needs leaders
to help it reach
its full potential
Harvard University began this week with the
celebration of their 350th year of existence.
Included in this celebration were some of the
most famous names in the world, including Prince
Charles of England, Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger and the Aga Kahn
As Harvard commences it. celebration, we
congratulate it~ success, and at the same time,
we ponder our own existence.
What can L CF do to come near this success, if
not equal it?
For one, some changes must be made.
The biggest change must come at the top.
Dr. Trevor Colbourn has been a positive
influence for the univeristy. However, this
bearded, pipe-smoking leader has not been
aggressive enough in promoting the values of the
university. Either Colbourn must be more
outgoing and influential, or else new blood needs to
be infused into the office.
A much-needed energetic type, preferably
youthful, must occupy this office and have the
drive and energy needed to promote UCF
While on the subject of promotions, something
also must be done with the public relations area
here at UCF. We are a school sorely lacking in
positive image, and until something is changed, we
will continue to remain in that rut.
·
As long as people consider us a second-rate
school, one that is attended only when a student
cannot gain admittance into the more
"prestigious" Florida schools like the University
of Florida or Florida State, UCF will fail to gain
the recognition needed to advance itself. Another
aggressive leader is needed in this area, one that
doesn't mind putting in long hours to ensure a
positive school image.
Salaries are another problem. Many talented
teachers leave the campus every year because of
the lack of quality salaries. If UCF truly stresses
education, then they must be willing to pay those
who educate enough money to stay and do their
job, that of teaching the students.
Finally, few major colleges get by these days
without some positive support from an athletic
program. Here at UCF, the program is climbing
out of debt. Athletic Director Gene McDowell has
done a good job so far of trying to reshape the
Athletic Department, but the jury is still out.
When a quality, winning program like soccer,
perhaps the most successful program at UCF, has
to have numerous fund raising-promotions in order
to support itself, then the athletic program as a
whole is far from healthy.
Overall. UL~' is a university of great potential. It
has a top-fli ··ht romputer program, a fine
engineering sc11ool, m 1d rapidly building programs
elsewherP
I
However. there must.. ue changes in the path of the
school in order to bring about such success.
And perhaps someday, like Harvard, we too will
celebrate.
J
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Truth, justice and parking for all
Yes, its true. The Kamikaze Columnist is alive
and well, and still fighting for truth, justice and parking space for all!
.
\
Unfortunately, I haven't had much luck in any of
those areas, least of all the parking SP,ace department.
In fact, yours truly has been the victim of no less
than two parking tickets in the first two weeks of
You can always spot the experienced Shark
school. I'm so humiliated.
Why was I given tickets? I'm glad you asked.
because his car is slowly circling the parking lots,
homing in on the pedestrian who might be heading
After failing to find a parking space within a
mile or so of the side of campus I needed to be on, I
to his car.
Of course, some Sharks play the stationary
took the liberty of parking in the dirt next to the
newspaper office.
·
strategy and ask people if they're leaving, but this
tactic takes some of the fun out of the game.
That sounds harmless enough, doesn't it? Let's
Here's the point system:
face it, The Central Florida Future is renting the
Stationary Kill: As I said this takes the least
building and it seems the dirt would go along with
skill and only scores two points.
the deal.
Roving Kill (Same Row): Wandering into a lane
Heh, heh, heh... How could I have been so
with an exiting car is only luck, but it still scores
foolish?
five points.
Consider this: a good deal of the money collected
Roving Kill (two or more rows away): Only the
from parking tickets goes to keeping the parking
expert Shark successfully completes this
patrol operational. That is, they pay the guiltless
maneuver, usually taking out numerable
traitors (they're students, you know) who give us
pedestrians along the way, and it scores ten points.
the tickets with the ticket money.
Of course, any time you can take out one of the
To be totally fair, some of the money also goes to
parking patrol thugs during a kill feel free to add
student loans. However, if I have to get a loan, I
sure can't afford to pump my money right back inanother seven points to your total.
to the loan program.
Learn the game. Keep score for yourself, no one
What all this is leading to is the fact that the
will challenge your results.
parking patrol is going to slap a ticket on your mirBesides, I doubt any of us will be paid any inror every chance they get.
terest for our forced donation to the loan cause and
That's why its important to become an expert at
I know no one out there wants to pay someone to
UC.14"s favorite game, "Park Shark."
give him a ticket.

The SG hotline is ready for you
Editor's Note: Ira Smith is the
Student Body President at UCF.
This column is generated from
calls to the Student Government
HOTLINE which has been
established to allow students to
lite its ownself
voice their opinion to Student
Government.
The HOTLINE number is the future, not the past.
281-5300.
It is this philosophy that has
guided my actions while in StuYou may be wondering where I dent Government. My motto has
got the name ··Life I ts Ownself'' always been "to gather all the
for my column.
facts and details, chose my battles wisely, fight like hell for what
Actually, it comes from the title is right and take no prisoners."
of a book that I read several years
ago. The plot had many complexLast week I wrote to you and
ities, twists and turns but the suggested that as students we
overall theme was that should be selfish about what Stueverything has a reason.
dent Government should provide
for us. That is a right given to you
You can only change the things as students at UCF, but as with
that you have the power to all rights, there comes a responchange; and you can only affect sibility. That responsibility is to

IRA D.
SMITH

get involved either with Student
Government or any of the other
fine organizations on campus.
Also included is the responsibility
to vote in the Student Government elections (which we will be
having for new senators later this
month).
If you feel you are not properly
being served, then let us know.
Most of all, do something about
it.

As always, I can be reached at
the Student Government
H OTLI E, 281-5300, if you have
something to talk about.
Don't forget to get your football season tickets at the Kiosk,
and plan to attend the BethuneCookman football game this
Saturday.
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The Puzzle

by Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD
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ACROSS

•

1 Fall Into disuse
6 Lubricated
11 Argue
12 Newly married
women
14 Symbol for
silver
15 Clvll Injury
17 Tropical fruit
18 Tear
20 Metal strands
23 Provide crew
24 Sound a horn
26 Dined
28 Exists
29 Trap
31 Drinkable
33 Frigid
35 Metal fastener
36 Student
39 Avoid
42 Teutonic deity
43 Danger
45 Paradise

46 Remuneration
48 At no time
50 Guido's high
note
51 Roman date
53 Redact
55 Guido's low
note
56 Apportions
59 Automobile
workshop
61 Joint
62 Omit from
pronunciation

DOWN
1 Vast throng
2 Hebrew month
3 Light touch
4 Pack away
5 Uncanny
6 Hlver In Siberia
7 Negative prefix
8 Cover
9 Kind of cheese
10 Minor Item

11 Arrows
13 Judgment
16 Snare
19 Trespass on
21 Short jacket
22 Bristles
25 Body of soldiers
27 Unsophisticated
30 Girl's name
32 Part of knife
34 Challenge
36 Cuttlefish
37 Baby's bed
38 Split
40 Downpour
41 Related on
mother's side
44 Shelf
47 Shout
49 Unit of Iranian
currency
52 Cry
54 Prefix: three
57 As far as
58 Compass point
60 Paid notice

by Michael Fry

Solution for Tuesday's puzzle on page 7.

United -Parcel Service

I

Part-Time Positions Available

_

~

I

US

United Parcel se·rvi_ce will be
accepting applications for

part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay - $8.00 an hour.
Please~

sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer. Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

Sigma Phi Er>tllon
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon wish lo congratulate and welcome all new pledges.
we also wish to congratulate all greek.S on a
great rush. Raiders rule at lnlromurols RALF-

Attention all campus organizations :
The loll classified speclol lot campus
Ol'QOMotions ts oow being offered. Look in
your ITIOJlbox fOI' a letter on the subfecl. If
you don't have a moUbox or did not get a
letter, then stop by The Central Florido
F\lture business offtee and pick one up. The
sooner the better.

2 Bdr 2 Both condo furnished S450
place 436 coll now 281-5009

mo. In

FSJ.

Delta Gamma
CONGRATULATIONS to on rrotemllles on 0
successful rush. To all declcoted DG's,
remember lhol the coble tho! binds us
together Is stronger than everl Tau Delta Ela

Female roommates wonted to shore
townhouse near campus. Two bedroom,
three both, S250/mon4h. Coll Peggy ol
365-7871.

Roommate wanted 436-Unlverslty Blvd
Beautiful 2 story Townhouse Pool tennis court
fireplace privacy S220mo plus ~ ulllllles
679-2295

Kappa Sigma
Go Greek! Go Greek! Go Greek!
Good luck girts on sorority rush.
We Party! We Partyt We Party!
Porty at the house at 9:00 pm Fri.
A.E.K.O.B

Roommate wanted to share completely furnished 2bedroom 2bath condo/apt colorTV, stereo, microwave. sunk-In llvlngroom,
patio, pool side, tennis and lounge. Perfect
for rec. grad or gtad stud. Musi be a
nonsmoker. S265/mos, Y, utll. dep. Kevin
859-1180
SWAT
SWAT (Student wellness advocate team)
club pay-T-R Sept 9, 10, 11 on SC green.
Come by the lent and check us out.
Enhance your lllel! Members, don't forget
dues.

College Democrats
Get Involved Join College Democrats also
we need workers for Gov. Bob Graham's
campaign for U.S. Senate All political offillatlons welcome contact Carl Neldhart ext.
3913.

UCF Moo Duk Kwan
UCF MOO DUK KWAN/KARATE CLUB Is now
forming FREE COED beginner's classes.
Classes are being held Mon and Wed from
8:30- 10:30pm In the Multi-purpose room In
the Educ/Gym Complex. For more Info call
Louis at 331-7415 or Kevin at 281-8492

Students of objectlvlsm Ayn Rand Admirers!
Now forming UCF group lo study objectlvlsm, the philosophy of writer Ayn Rand. Interested persons call 658-6292

Fem. Roomy needed. Nonsmoker please.
Shore 2 bdrm/spill both, right on pool &
lake. Only bdrm furn. needed. Mich. Ave.
area, 10 ml. to UCF. 5210 plus y, utll. Call Sue
365-2489, 648-2633

Female roommate wonted. Non-smoker.
Share 3 bedroom/1 bath house In Arbor
Ridge. 4 miles from school. Rent 160 plus Y,
ullls. Louise 275-0981

2 bdrm 2 both duplex 5 miles from UCF. Includes washer/dryer, drapes. Kids OK.
S430/mo. 876-4695.

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT: 2 Bdrm. Ht, both
across from UCF, washer/dryer, plus all aPpllonces, private, available lmmedlalelyl
5395 plus security. Call 295-5199 or
422-2454 Ask Rona.

Piano lessons

'th Secky Lee M M. Plomo
petfoononce & PedoQogy. All a
beg

New 2BR/lbolh villa In Tuscowlllo
wosher,dryer, celling Ions, storage area
4751mo plus 475 security coll 422-8772
evenings

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Dellquenl tax property. Repossessions. Call
1-805-687-6000 Ext. H-4628 for current
repo list.

Lake Ann Estates lovely 4 bdrm home convenient to UCF and Martin Lake access
large lot Inc private tennis court pool & spa
5199,900 call 628-3199 Coldwell Bonker
Real Estate

Waterbed king size head board mirror
heater pads: $200 or BO 273-9012

HILPWANTED
Movie bulls· need a job? The Video Slop Is
looking lor outgoing port time soles help In
the video rental biz. Coll Roger at 898-3829.

Student assistant needed to program APpie llC IOI' animated graphics lnstructlonol
game at Naval Train ng system center; 20
hr/Wk at 56.50. II Interested coll Dovld Abbott 275-2547, PH 321 . Need resume and
transcripts (unotflciol accepted).

3000 Government Jobs list. S16,040 S59,230/Yr.
Now
Hiring .
Call
1-800-687-6000 Ext. R-4628

Make hunderds weekly malling clrculorsl
No quotas! Llmllsl Rush sell address
stamped lnvelope: AM-MAR: 256 Robertson.
Dept. BF Beverly Hiiis, CA 90211

Typist flexible hours call 678-0003

Boss Guitar and amp 5200 281-5009

20 pt diamond solitaire ladles ring. Clear
stone with good color set In white gold.
Nice. 5240 OBO 275-3996

Financial Assistance Available If you play
violin, viola, or cello and have orchestra experience. Coll John Whitney at 2863.

Part time cleaning help wanted• Flexible
hours S4.00 per hour call 657-8686
1984 VW Rabbit diesel - sunroof - prw/ster am/Im stereo cassette - a/c S5300 call
365-5273

ners welcome. Coll lor Audition 658-6521

Hire a harpist-odd class to your wed ng
receptions coll 876-2737

Auto repair at your home mechonlcol, air
condition, brakes, tuneup, elec lrlcol,
special dl$COUnts for UCF students and stall
call, Sam 282·9192

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
Designed/revised/typed . 657-0079

FAST TYPING SERCICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM equlPment letter quality printer not c.!ot-matrtx.
Free rough dratts and revisions. Same day,
weekend and overnight service avalloble.
Over B,000 satisfied students. Call
671-30Q7.

EXPERT TYPING: 26 years exp. Full-time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar. punc.. and
editing Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

Typing. Fast, Accurate, Reasonable. Close
to Campus. Coll Berny 282-4168
3 foot high refrlg/freeze 570 OBO. 5 speed
earth cruiser with U lock $140 OBO. 1 speed
Ross Cruiser with U lock Sl 10 OBO. Brian
282-8321

Hazeltine 2000 terminal for sale. With this
terminal and a modem, one can call the
MAIN FRAME and hack a bit. Call David al
281-7414.

GXL Serles (200 watts) auto speakers, 3 way tri-Turbo. Brand new, never been used.
Retail $119.95-wlll sell for 565. ·

Schwinn beach cruiser, red, 1-speed, girls
model, great condition SlOO, contact
Janel al x2865 or 277-7955

Models, any height, start your portfolio at
very reasonalbe rates, for appointment call
Mike at 275-6365.

Looklng for work? Norrell Is looking for yout
Norrell services hos many positions short
and long term. Never a contract or feel We
can work with your schedule. Call Winter
Pork 644-3934 or Orlondo 857-9110.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low cost, confidential services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Hello JAYNE. I hope you ore feeling better for
your birthday. Enjoy being 23, you big dummy.
-Jim.

Hey birthday person. Bring this coupon to
, the approlate person and receive one lree
Cherry Coke.
Will D (R-UCF)
It's great to hove you out of the closet.
Mortinez, Frey Buckner

r--------------------------------------------------------------------,
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
CLASSIFICATION
0
0
0
0

ROOMMATES 0 FOR RENT
FOR SALE
0 HELP WANTED
SERVICES
0 TYPISTS
PERSONALS

Insertion dates: - - - - - - - $0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses
·
(Boldface extra)
PREPAYMENT ONLY

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
1

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The
Central Rorida Future Classifieds, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by The
Central Jil.orida F!tture Business office. Prepay·
ment is required. The deadline for Tuesday's
paper is 1:00 the Friday prior to publication, and
for Thursday's paper 11:00 the -Tuesday prior to
publication. If you have any questions or comments, call Mike at 275-2865.

t

Name and address:

2

3
4
5

Phone:

•

---------------------------~---~------------------------------------

There's an epidemic
with 27 million victims.
And no visible symptoms.
It's an epidemic of people who can't read.
Join the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free

1-800-228-888.

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is a degree of caring.
ion or literacy
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FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 15

bench 400 pounds. Rodrigue, 6-feet-5 255
listen to any offensive MUSCLE
pounds, is from Tallaha ee Leon High
coaches during the rest of the FROM PAGE 14
School.
_
week and will decide during
Sophmore offen ive guard David
pre-game warmups on Saturday night.
and over category. Linebacker 1ike
Underwood ~ bench pre s 440 pounds.
cDowell says there is no Hittinger benches 590 pounds, putting him in
Underwood is 6-foot-3, 250 pound and
animosity between Lanham his own category. Last season, the strongest
gradua ed from F . 1e ers Cypress Lake
or Slack and that they both player in college football benched 580
High School.
can cheer for each other. pounds. That player was drafted into the
Junior offensive tackle Herb Hall benches
McDowell added that both National Football League.
420 pounds and is from Panama City Bay
quarterbacks want to see a
Rittinger, only a sophmore, could be the
High School. Hall is 6-foot-3 and weighs 250
victory most of all, no matter strongest player in the nation this year. The
pounds.
who's at the helm.
all-time record for bench pressing by a college
Senior running back Elgin Davis bench
Slack said, "I've dreamed football player is 600 pounds. Notre Dame
presses 400 pounds. Davis is 5-foot-11, 200
of beating B-CC all week coach Lou Holtz says he only has two players
pounds and graduated from Jacksonville
long... I can't wait for the this year who can bench 400 pounds.
Ribault High School. Davis is also the
game."
Here are the 400-plus members:
leading rusher in UCF history.
McDowell credits offensive
Rittinger is a 6-foot-3-inch, 240-pound
The last 400-plus member is junior
coordinator and former Pitt- linebacker from Tallahassee Lincoln High
defensive end Sylvester "Bern" Bembery.
sburgh Steeler quarterback School.
Bern bench presses 420 pounds, is 6-foot-3
Mike Kruczek for making
Senior offensive tackle John O'Day bench
and weighs 260 pounds. Bern is a grad of
such fine quarterbacks out of presses 450 pounds. The 6-foot-2, 260-pound
Miami Carol City High School.
Lanham and Slack.
O'Day is from Miami Palmetto High School.
If you happen to see these gentlemen on
y,,..,;~..
d~fm.,.,.;H,..
,...,..,n f"'rajg Ror1rigi1p
· 'He's taught both quartercampus, be nice to them!
backs how to win," McDowell
said. ''Right now our team
FANTASY
could win with either one."
VOLLEYBALL
As for the rest of the FROM PAGE 15
FROM 15
Knights, · McDowell said his
choice with your name and
team is "on schedule" and
number, autograph baseball,
Pool A consists of FSU,
"ready to play." ·
Each parcipant receives five 50 baseball cards with your
the Lady Bulldogs and
USC,
McDowell is predicting nights lodging, four days of picture and video highlights
USF. Pool B is made up of
another closely fought game, instruction, three meals per of the camp.
SU, UI, UF and UCF.
and would not be surprised if -1--·· wifh the legends, greens
there was another dramatic fee and cart at the golf outing,
According to Rinker, most
The favorite appears to be
finish, preferably on his Fantasy Week t-shirt, group of the proceedings will benefit Illinois, ranked in the top 20
team's part.
photo, team uniform of your the Children's Hospital.
last year.

But, then the Knight's offense and Ed O'Brien struck.
One of McDowell's main
concerns about BethuneCookman is Hawk's replacement, Anthony Thomas, a
transfer from the University
of Tennessee who redshirted
last season. McDowell
remembers how heavily
schools such as Florida,
Alabama, Miami, Auburn and
his employer at the time,
Florida State, recruited
Thomas.
'' He was as good as any
prospect there was three
years ago," McDowell said of
the former standout at Lake
Gibson High School in
L!keland. "We'll have our
hands full.''
McDowell also noted how
B-CC will be solid on defense,
led by linebacker Johnny
Butts, and defensive backs
Mark Irvin and Avery McCree.
McDowell is still undecided
on who will quarterback his
. team. His decision is so split
between Tony Lanham and
Darin Slack that he will not

Undelivered Refunds
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If you have moved and think you
hav a tax refund coming, contact
u owe can contact you. For
detail call the IRS.
A public service message from the IRS
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Ed O'Brien: Getting a kick out of football
by Mark Deltchman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Q: How did you get involved with placekicking and
at what age did you begin?
A: I started kicking
footballs in the streets
when I was seven years
old. My friends and I used
to kick balls over
telephone wires. When I
was growing up, Garo
Yepremian way my idol. I
started kicking in city
leagues at a very young
age.
Q: While attending Miami
Lakes High School you
lettered in three other
sports besides football.
Other schools must hav\~
recruited you. How did
you end up in UCF?
Q: What are your thoughts with Bethune-Cookman
coming in for the season opener?
A: Sure, since it's Bethune-Cookman I might think
about the kick but I'm just acting like it's another
game. I just want to do my job and help the team
anyway I can.
Q: You started off with a bang last season and then
found yourself in a slump at midseason. What do
you feel happened and what did you do to regain
your cconfidence?
A: I had some problems on and off the field. My
center got hurt and I went through a couple of
holders which doesn't help your confidence.
Someti~es I just misshit the ball. You just have to
forget about the negative and go on. Your only as
good as your last kick. You have to keep your poise
and just keep trying. Eventually your confidence
will come around and you can overcome it.
_Q: How do you feel about the new NCAA rule
change that now calls for kickoffs from the 35 yard
line in.stead of the 40?
·
A: I think it was necessary for the college game.

Most kickers today can put the ball way back in the
end.zone preventing the big return. Five yards does
not seem that much but it will make a difference.
Kick returners will benefit from it and the kickoff
coverage will have to adjust.
Q: What are some of the team goals for this season?
A: Every teams goal is to win every game but I
think a realistic goal for us would be to win t least
7 or 8 games. We have a chance to win every game
if we play good football and get a little luck along _
the way.
Q: What are some of your personal goals after UCF
football?
A: I would like to get my degree in business
management before I do anything. Then I would
love to get a shot at the pros. If it doesn't work out,
fine, at least I had the chance. There is a life after
football.
A: I started kicking footballs in the streets when I
was seven years old. My friends and I used to kick
balls over telephone wires. When I was growing up,
Garo Yepremian way my idol. I started kicking in
city leagues at a very young age.
Q: While attending Miami Lakes High School you
lettered in three other sports besides football.
Other schools must have recruited you. How did
you end up in UCF&
A: I_ had a few offers from other schools to play
soccer, but football had always been my first love.
UCF was the only school that offered me a
scholarship, but strictly as a punter because I
rarely kicked field goals in high school. So, I
accepted the scholarship and came to UCF as a
freshmen punter in 1983.
Q: How would you describe the transition frdm
high school to college kicking?
A: It was a really big change because I went from a
high school coach to Lou Saban, who had coached
in the pros. When I was kicking in front of him, I
was never so nervous in my life because Saban
demanded perfection on every kick. But I became a
better player from the experience because my
intensity le'{el had increased.
Q: How would you rate your season of one year
ago? Do you feel you attained your kicking goals?
A: Not really. I started off well, I faded a little, and
then I started kicking better towards the end. I

kicked good but no where near what I think I'm
capable of. I believe I can do much better this year.
Q: What have you been working on the most in the
offseason?
A: Well I got set back because I had to rehabilitate
my knee which I had operated on after the season. I
spent a lot of time in the weight room where I
strenghthened the knee as well as my upper body.
Once I got over that I just worked on my form and
practiced enough to get my timing back. By
working out I have been kicking the ball higher and
farther. Overall, I became a better kicker.

COACHES
CORNER
Gene McDowell is the Head
Football Coach and Athletic
Director at UCF.
UCF Students:
On behalf of our football
team and entire· athletic
department, we want to
thank our student body for
m~ing it possible for the
Beach Boys to participate in
our Homecoming Game on
Oct. 25.
You can help us again this

Standing L to R: O'Day, Hittinger, Rodrigue, Underwood, Hall. Kneeling L to R: Davis and
Bembery.

Strongmen give football team a lift
Staff report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Football players are not weaklings.
The average player can bench press in
excess of 300 pounds with little difficulty.

Three hundred is the common denominator in
football weightlifting.
Then, there are the exceptions; the players
with above average strength. The ones who
can bench 400-plus pounds.
UCF has seven football players in the 400

A telephone number, that is. 'Ca.use ifyou're at work when
the children come home from school they
should know ho to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, cG:rutI the
Crime Dog. That's my mug
on the right. Handsome,

huh?) Cri.mePrevenuon
Coalition Dept- A.
Box 6600. Rockville
20850_

d..

SEE MUSCLE, PAGE 13

PRE IEWS
The Lady Knights soccer
team brings its 0-1-1 record
home on Sunday, September
7 when they host Florida
International University.
The Lady Knights are
coming off a semi-successful
road trip where they tied the
number two team in the
nation, North Carolina, 1-1,

Saturday night by coming out
in force when we take on the
Wildcats
of
Bethune
Cookman
at
Orlando
Stadium.
Remember last year when
Eddie O'Brien kicked a lastsecond 55-yard field goal to
beat them? Well, B-CC says it
was a fluke. We know it
wasn't, and we'll prove it
Saturday.
Don't forget to pick up your
student season ticket at the
Kiosk this week. We need
everyone of you out there
cheering us on to our second
victory
in
a
row
over the Wildcats_
Thank you,
Gene McDowell

•

and lost to the top-ranked
George Mason Lady Patriots
2-1 in overtime.
1984 All-American Michelle
Akers leads UCF in scoring
with two goals. Jean Varas
has one assist for the ladies.
Goalkeeper Amy Allman is
guarding the nets for the
women. Allman has a 1.12
goals-against-average in two
games. Allman also has 26
saves.
Leading FIU is Wendy
Church, last year's leading
player in the National Junior
College Tournament.
- Staff report

We Do More
Than Keep Books
-YOUR LIBRA V
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Fantasy Week begins
soon for adult kids
Staff report
CE TRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Orlando adults will have a
chance to re-live their
childhood dreams in October,
thanks to Baseball Legends
for Kids .
Baseball Legends will be
running a "Fantasy Week"
for adult kids. Fantasy Week
participants will be put
through the same training
experienced by professional
baseball players in spring
traing including on-the-field
instruction.
According to Wes Rinker,
Fantasy Week chairman, the
staff will consist of 16 former
major league all-stars as

Mazeroski, Tony Oliva,
Manny Sanguillen, Joe Torre
and Hoyt Wilhelm.
Rinker said: "Keep in mind
this is a fantasy camp. You
don't have to be a good
baseball player to fulfill your
fantasy. You should bring
your baseball glove, spikes
and personal clothes. All
other equipment will be
supplied.''
All participants must be
adults with no physical
impairments that will affect
their participation. Pinch
running will be utilized where
needed and the camp will be
limited to the first 60 who
sign up.
The Legends Fantasy Week
begins Monday October 27
with an orientation cocktail
party that evening at the
Orlando Omni International, Ed O'Brien kicks a game-winning, 55-yard field
headquarters for the camp.
The actual playing will take
place at Tinker Field.
Participants will suit up
Tuesday for instruction and
intra-squad
workouts
followed by at team "draft"
that evening.
Scott Wallin
After each day's play, an
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
evening reception, dinner and
panel discussion follow. ,
Wednesday is a doubleheader
It will be almost one year ago from this
with Thursday morning's coming Saturday that UCF kicker Ed
game being followed by an O'Brien sent a crowd 9f 21,222 into a frenzy
afternoon golf game at Errol with a memorable 55 yard field goal, giving
Estates. Friday morning is UCF a first ever win over Bethune Cookman
the final game with the College, 39-37.
ultimate Fantasy Game that
It is now truly a rivalry. The closest UCF
afternoon culminating in ''A had come to upending Bethune-Cookman was
Night With the Stars" in their first meeting in 1981 when UCF lost
celebrity dinner and auction. 24-20. UCF went oil to lose the next three by
The weekend Legends join scores of 40-21 (1982), 31-22 (1983) and 43-22
the fantasy legends for a (1984).
night to remember.
Although last year's winning scoring drive
The ·cost of the camp is historically reads: 7 plays, 51 yards, :49
$ l, 995 for Florida residents seconds, it gave UCF players and fans a
and $2,595 for out-of-staters. bright hope for the future of UCF football.
The $2,595 includes airfare. The doubts werr erased from the minds of
those people who said that UCF could not
SEE FANTASY, PAGE 13 compete with a reputable Division 1 program. Gone are the worries of fans who dislik-

goal in last year's UCF/i3-CC game.

Football team goes for second
win in a row against WHdeeuc~. . . . .

.

. "'

BASEBALL
LEGENDS
FOR KIDS
coaches.
All-star coaches include
Bob Allison, Hank Bauer,
Clete Boyer, Orlando Cepeda,
Bucky Dent, Mudcat Grant,
Ralph Houk, Jim Kaat, Bill

ed losing to a smaller school, located less
than 70 miles away.
Now, things look very promising for the
future of UCF football and a second victory
over B-CC. UCF could also lay claim to the
Mayor's Cup for a second time, awarded to
the winner of the game by Orlando Mayor
Bill Fredrick.
Although Coach Gene McDowell's Knights
are healthy and fired up for this year's
rematch, he's not taking B-CC Coach Larry
Little's Wildcats lightly.
Bethune Cookman lost its most vital offensive weapon, Bernard Hawk, to graduation.
Hawk finished as the all-time leading passer
in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference,
throwing for 269 yards in last year's game
against UCF. Hawk's performance included a
7 yard touchdown pass to Sebastian Brown
for the assumed game winning points late in
the fourth quarter.
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 13

Ladies look strong in exhibiton match
by Chad Salinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

t

The Lady Knights volleyball team begins its season Friday
with the UCF Foll Preview Classic.

The
Lady
Knights
volleyball team rolled to an
easy victory in their second
preseason outing taking four
games from outclassed Lake
Sumter Community College.
UCF dominated the first
game, winning 15-0 and, as
the score indicates, were
never in trouble. UCF was led
by Terri Hinton's 11 for 11
serving, ipcluding two aces,
and Melanie Clarke's three
kills. Hinton also had five
assists.
The second game was just
as easy smce the Lady
Knights again shutout their
opponents. Kim Porter and
Tracy Hart each had two kills
for the women. Mary Cromer
had a good game blocking up
front as well as Cindy Beaver.
Hinton had six assists in this
game.
Behind Hinton's 11 assists,
the Lady Knights overcame a
sluggish start to win 15-3.
Offensively, UCF was led by
the trio of Karyn McFarlane,

Kelly· McFar1ane and Kim
Gass. Each had four kills for
the ladies. Gass had two aces
as well.
Hinton and Gass worked
well together in the middle of
the game. During one stretch,
they combined for four
straight points.
The final game was just
another walk in the park for
UCF. The Lady Knights
received good play all-around.
Leading
the
women
defensively were Jill Savage,
Alina Alvarez and Gass.
Hinton, Cromer and Kim
Porter starred offensively for
UCF, who won the final game
15-4.

Despite the seemingly easy
victories, the Lady Knights
have a few problems that
need to be worked out before
they are ready to challenge
teams such as the University
of Illinois and the University
of Georgia. The hitters had a
couple of lapses, and the
defense has a few gaps.
The setting is consistent, as
well as the play selections
made by setter Terri Hinton.
Blocking appears to be in

midseason form, thanks to
Cromer and Gass.
Serving is another bright
spot. Strong and consistent
serving is needed to be
successful. So far, the
strongest servers appear to
be Cromer, Clarke, Gass and
Hinton.
The
team will begin its
season on Friday when the
UCF Fall Preview Classic
opens at 3:00 p.m.
Competing
in
the
tournament along with UCF
are last year's winner
Georgia, runner-up Sou th
Florida, Michigan State, the
University of Illinois, South
Carolina, Florida State and
Florida.
The eight teams are divided
up into two pools. Each team
in Pool A will play the
members of Pool B and vice
versa. Each team will then be
ranked within its pool
according to its success
against the other pool. Then
the top two teams from each
pool will advance to a play-off
to decide the champion.
SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 13
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• $3.00 Cover ·
• See you Sept. 6th
Join the fun before each
Home Gamel
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by Cindy Cowen

The lake is rough.
White caps scatter
themselves across
the vast blue waer.
Gray clouds roam the
sky; threatening but
harmless. A swift
wind picks up a loose
sail and slaps it
an
across
unexpecting mast.

Photos by Cindy Cowen
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national championships for the fourth
time. In 1983 she competed nationally
and placed tenth, in 1984 she placed
seventh and last year Renfro was
fourth.
The is good. But one factor that sets
Renfro apart from the other women is
her age. In 1983, when she began
computing nationally, she was 16 and
the youngest skipper to compete. The
average age of the women who compete
in the nationals is between 30 and 35.

''These woman that go to the
nationals are very good and very hard
competition," Renfro says. "It's not
only the national people who come.
They get people from Australia and
from South Africa. The South Africans
have won for the past four years."
Renfro does not limit her racing
activities to the Hobie-16s. She is also
Rainbow-colored Hobie Cats line the very active in the Hobie-18s.
sandy shore in anticipation. A figure
appears; clad in a wetsuit with blond"I qualified for the Hobie-18
streaked red hair and a tanned face. nationals this year, the only woman in
She smiles.
the whole United States to qualify."
Meet Julie Renfro, a 20-year-old
The Hobie-18 competion is
student at UCF. She's a Business
Management major with a minor in considered the men's nationals, !:>ut
Computer Science. And right now that didn't bother Renfro.
''I like competing against men,
she's ranked third in the nation and
fourth in the world as a Hobie Cat basically because that's who I've raced
against,' she explains.
racer.
Hobie Cats are high-performance
sailboats grouped according to the
The men had a few problems at first.
length of the boats hull, either 14-, 16- "They didn't like it," she says. "It hurt
or 18-feet long.
a few egos know, 'that
In less than three weeks, Renfro will
compete in the Hobie-16 women's
SEE HOBIE, PAGE 2
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HOBIE
FROM PAGE 1
little girl beat me.' Starting out skippering at 16, beating
men that had been racing longer than I had been alive; they
had a hard time dealing with that. But now they treat me
fairly and I treat them fairly. I'm one of the guys in racing.
Basically I have to be, to compete.
"I started racing by myself on the Hobie-14. It took a
long time, at least a year, for them to be able to handle my
racing with them. Now, after I felt like I had achieved in the
Hobie-14s, I decided to move to aboat with more
competition. There are a fewer women skippers in the
(Hobie) 16 but I decided to go with the 18 because they say
it's a man's boat. I finished the season in the top four and I
was very proud of myself.''
Renfro's accomplishments and skills quickly became wellknown. "When I came into the 18s, everyone had heard of
me, knew about me. I have had no problem is the 18s."
Renfro believes the major factor in racing is skill and
knowledge, and that first-time sailors should remember that
experience counts. "You have to be knowledgeable about the
sport to do it," she explains. "You just can't hop on a boat
and go sailing."
Sailing, as a sport, has rapidly become one of the major
sports in Florida.
"I feel it's become very popular, especially here in Florida,
and in other nations too. I think that more people will
become involved in the sport ... Healthy, athletic, outdoors,
in the sun, and sailing is where it's all at," Renfro says.
Renfro also teaches sailing through The Sailing Store. She
teaches Hobie Cat sailing, monohaul sailing and board
sailing.
"Board sailing is going to be the sport of the '90s," she
predicts. "It's really going to pick up. And it's really easy to
learn .. .l've never had anyone that took ! four hour course
and not know how to do it."
The time she was most proud of her sailing career was last
fall when she compeleted in four national Hobie
championships. Not only was she the only person in the
United States to compete, but she was the only woman to
perform in all four.
"I did well in all of them," she says. "I was fourth in

•
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Renfro finds time to relax
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Photos by Cindy Cowen

women's, ninth in men's and 22nd in the Hobie-14s out of
100 men. I had a very hard time in the men's Hobie-14s in
Nevada. I had a hard time because these men were from
California and Nevada and Michigan and they weren't used
to racing with a woman."
"It's called the Fourteen National Open and women and
men could go. But no woman had ever gone before."
She got involved in sailing through her father, Ray. He's a
national champion on the USl sailboat. He also opened one
of the first sailboard shops in Central Florida.
"My dad is an Old Salt," Renfro says.
To Renfro, and to other avid sailors, sailing itself is a
natural high, a thrill.
'When you have a nice breeze blowing through your sails
you know it's only you and the wind that is excellera.t ing the
boat forword. Making you fly a hull, which is the most
exciting thing---better than Space Mountain, it's the most
exciting thrill to be flying a hull when you are ten feet above
the water. Just you and the sailboat. It's a real thrill."

0 E FLE\: r 0 ER THE
U KOO'
ET
The Tropical Theatr
in
do\ ·ntown Orlando i urr ntl. ·
pre enting Dale Wa rman'
play One Fleu Ovc>r th Cuckoo' ·
e:;t. Ba ed on a no l b · Ken
Ke ey, the play i et in a tat
mental ho pita} in the Pacifi
North~ e t and give a rath r
sardonic look at lif in that intitution. Oringinally produced
on Broadwa in 1963, One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest wa later
made into a successful motion
picture which won the Be t Pic·
ture Oscar in 1975. The film al o
earned Academy Awards for
Jack Nicholson (Be t Actor·
McMurphy) and Louise Fl tch r
(Best Actress·Murse Ratched).
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest will run Thursdays,
Fridays, and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 2 p.m. through
September 20. Tickets are $5 and
$7. For information or reservations, call the box office at
841-0083.

• Auditions for Amadeus
The Civic Theatre will hold auditions for its production of
Amadeus on Sunday, September
7th at the Edyth Bush Theatre
in Orlando's Loch Haven Park.
Amadeus will play November
7th through November 23rd.
Twenty rnen and four women will
be selected to present this powerful drama of Mozart's life and
death as told by his most bitter
rival, court composer Salieri.
Novice actors are welcome. Good
European accents are desirable.
To schedule an audition time,
call the Civic Theatre Box Office
at 896-7365.
• A Chorus Line
The Civic Theatre of Central
Florida kicks off its 60th Anniversary season with a bang- or
tap actually as it brings broadway' s longest running play,A
Chorus Line, to Central
FloridaA Chorus Line will be
directed and choreographed by
Stephan de Ghelder, former
member of theA Chorus Line
broadway cast and international
tour company. The show will
open September 19th and will
play through October 5th. Curtain time is 2:00 p.m. for
matinees and 8:00 p.m. for all
performances. Tickets are $10
and $11. For more information or
to reserve seats, call the civic
theatre at 896·7365.

Huey and the News' Fore LP scores well
by Ben Brotemarkle

Huey Lewis and the News
made a moderatly successful
debut in 1980 with its selftitled album. That record was
followed with another small
triumph called Picture This.
Then came Sports. the
multiplatinum album that
gave the News worldwide
acclaim. It contains many of
the band's most popular
songs, like "Heart of Rock
and Roll," 'Walking on a
Thin Line" and ' I Want A
ew Drug.··
The group continued its
''inning treak b • recording
"The Power of LoYe" for the
oundtrack of he hit mo\ ie
Back To The Future.
Huey Le' 'i and the · ew
i an all- merican band. he ·
ha •e e ·en opened ma· or
league ha e all uame b_
inging the national anthem.

Most modern rock bands
have expanded on the musical
style of the original "British
invasion" of the mid- to
late·60s. Unlike these bands,
the News derives its sound
from the early rock-and-soul
vocal groups of the late 50s
and early 60s.
One of the highlights of the
1986 Grammy Awards was
when the News performed
many old standards with the
groups that influenced them
the most.
If rock music were food, the
e' s would be an ice cream
sundae· compared to Led
Zeppelin, a a T-bone steak.
In other words. the ews ·
mu ic i not ubstantial
enough for a stead\ diet, bu
"ti ver.J sati fying in its ovm
•av.
The band' late treat i an
album called Fore. The name
is a clever homonym in

keeping with the Sports
theme while acknowledging
that this is the group's fourth
record.
Side one opens with
"Jacob's Ladder." It is not a
remake of the Rush song of
the same name. It is a subtle,
but well-deserved, slam on
questionable TV evangalists
and other people trying to sell
religion.
"Stuck With You" is the
first single released from the
album. It is an upbeat pop
song that is crammed with
backup vocals. This is not
surprising since four of five of
the band members other than
Lewis also sing.
The next song, "Whole
Lotta Lovin," is not to be
confused with Zepplin 's
'Whole Lo ta Love. ·· This
song has also received some
radio airplay. t begins with a
great acappella vocal

introduction. It is a perfect
example of the band's affinity
for early rock styles and
includes a tasty harmonica
solo by Lewis.
"Doin' It For My Baby" is
a soulful, danceable ballad.
The News seems to do a
disproportionate number of
relationship-oriented songs,
but most people can identify
with them.
"Hip To Be Square" is a
rocking song about the recent
trend of formerly "cool"
people --- hard-partying, noncommital --- settling down
and getting their lives
together.
"I Know What I Like" is
just what it say : a
declamation of Lewis' likes
and dislikes, accompanied by
a catchy. commercial rhythm.
ide wo continues with " I

SEE LEWIS PAGE 4

• Public Fossil Dig
A committee of local citizens
known as the "Quest For Tampa
Bay's Time Machine," wish to invite you to the Leisey Shell mine
on Saturday, September 6th for
a Public Dig. Not only will you
experience some successful fossil
finding techniques, but you will
be among the last explorers to
dig in this area of the Leisey
Shell mine, it will soon be closed.
Bring your family and friends.
You '11 need to provide your own
digging equipment and buckets.
Admission to the Public Dig at
the Leisey Shell Mine is free.
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King's new flick, Stand by Me, hits the heart
by Luis RodriKJiez

From Stephen King, the
master of horror stories,
comes one of the most
heartwarming
novels
Hollywood has ever turned
into a movie. Stand by Me, a
film adaptation of King's
novella "The Body," is a
needed relief for movie
audiences after a box-office
summer filled with few good

•~ t •' ...
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•
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Movies

Sutherland; Wil \Vbeaton in
the starring role; and River
Phoenix in the role of Chris.
Phoenix is someone to look
out for in years to come.

movies.
Directed by Rob Reiner, the
movie sports a terrific cast of
young
actors
from
Hollywood. Among them:
Kiefer Sutherland, son of the
veteran actor Donald

I

~

' • . . •" •{" 4•
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The story deals with a
writer's (played by Richard
Dreyfuss) narration of a
childhood adventure.
The kids, all twelve years
old, go searching for the dead
body of a young man

- ...•

t •

a* •

discovered missing from their
small town a few days earlier.
The purpose of their search is
to bring the body home and
thus become the town· s
heroes.
Along the way, they share
tender special moments,
many of which will make you
laugh and, at the same time,
cry.
Each of the four main

4' • • ' • t
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character ' roles was
wonderfully writ en and
portrayed. The film deal
with friend . families,
tragedies and growing up.
It hi ts home by touching on
the memories of childhood
that we all harbor. And it
touches on the moments we
shared with our teen-age
friends. Stand by Me is a film
all will enjoy, one that all will
relate to.

ATTENTION VETERANS!
If You're Prior-Service, Any Branch
You Can Enler The National Guard
At Your Fm.'mer Rank In Most Cases!
Call Yom' Guard Armory Today
Or 1-800-342-6528

,.

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 t,0¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1-2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FRO.M 8 TO 10

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
FREE

AD~ISSION

FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP· SYNC

COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY
WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.!
C.ONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D .
. The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of ·Florida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossonl Tr., Orlando, FL 32809
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Writing home about college
The following letter was found in the top
drawer of a bureau. It had been there for at
least ten years, and as you can see, today's excuses for bad grades parallel those of years
past. The letter was probably preparing some
unknowing parents for the day their child
entered college and brought home a bod
grade.
Dear Mom and Dad,
Since I left for college I have been remiss in
writing and I am . sorry for my
thoughtlessness in not having written before.
I will bring you up to date now, but before
you read on, please sit down. You are not to
read ~Tly further unless you are sitting down.
Okay'!
Well, then, I am getting along pretty well
now. The skull fracture and the concussion I
got when I jumped out of the window of my
dormitory when it caught on fire shortly after
my arrival here is pretty well healed now. I
only spent two weeks in the hospital and now
I can see almost normally and only get those
awful headaches once a day. Fortunately, the
fire in the dormitory, and my jump, was
witnessed by an attendant at the gas station
near the dorm, and he was the one who called
the fire department and the ambulance. He
also visited me in the hospital and since I had
nowhere to live because of the burnt-out dormitory, he was kind enough to invite me to
share his apartment with him. It's really a
basement room, but it's kind of cute. He is a

LEWIS
FROM PAGE 2
Never Walk Alone.'' This
song is about close friends
that stick together.
"Forest For The Trees" is a
positive
song
about
overcoming adversities by
realizing just how good

very fine boy and we have fallen deeply in'
love and are planning to get married. We
haven't got the exact date yet, but it will be
before my pregnancy begins to show.
Yes, Mom and Dad, I am pregnant. I know
how much you are looking forward to being
grandparents and I know you will welcome
the baby and give it the same love and devotion and tender care you gave me when I was
a child. The reason for the delay in our marriage is that my boyfriend has a minor infection which prevents us from passing our
premarital blood tests and I carelessly
caught it from him.
I know that you will welcome him into our
family with open arms. He is kind and,
although not well educated, he is ambitious.
Although he is of a different race and religion
than ours, I know your often-expressed
tolerance will permit you not to be bothered
by that.
Now that I have brought you up to date, I
want to tell you that there was no dormitory
fire, I did not have a concussion or skull fracture, I was not in the hospital, I am not pregnant, I am not engaged, I am not infected and
there is no boyfriend in my life. However, I
am getting a D in history and F in science
and I want you to see those marks in their
proper perspective.
Your loving daughter,
Susie.

things really are.
"Naturally" is a simply
incredible
song.
No
instruments are played. The
song consists entirely of close
vocal harmonies that should
make the Manhattan
Transfer and the Beach Boys
jealous.
"Simple As That" is
reminiscent of many old

Daryl Hall and John Oates
songs. This is only logical,
however, since both groups
claim the same musical
influences.
Huey Lewis and the News
is just a group of nice guys
with a positive message. No
snakes, smoke bombs or girls
in leather; just common sense
and good rock and roll.

Going To A U.C.F.

FOOTBALL
GAME???

MICKEY Ir ANNA'S BEAUTY SALON
A Full Service Salon
Curls - $45
Perms· $25
Relaxer /Touch-Up • $25
Cut a Blow-Dry· $12

1725 W. HWY. 426 in Oviedo
(next to Barnett Bank)

365·7114

Call for Appointment • Student/Faculty/Staff Discount

•

SKYLEIDOSCOPE
Audition
Show Boat Drivers and trained Lifesavers are
needed for this water and sky spectacular.Applicants must demonstrate strong swimming
skills and be experienced in handling highpowered boats or tower-rigged boats. Shows
will be weekends through the fall and spring.
Auditions will be held:

Saturday, September 6, 9:00 a.m.
Contemporary Resort · North
Beach (behind tennis courts)
Enter from 1..C/192 Main (Toll)
gate or Admln Gate (l..C to SR 535
follow the Reames Road Left at
Security Entrance).
Come prepared to swim!
For further information, please contact the
Talent Booking Department at 828-1875.

Walt li)isney World@
An ~qual Opportunity ~mployer

DON'T
FORGET!
University of Central Florida's

- Then you need to pick up a
U.C.F. Home Game Season Pass
from

your

Government

favorite
~IOSK,

Student

which must

be shown at the gate for free
admission. These passes will be

handed out only through Octobe.....,.r_.....,,.
Eighteenth!!!

You'RE IN Good Hands WITH
STUDENT GOVERNMENT!!!

•

Season Pass
For ALL U.C.F. Home Football
Games and the Beach Boys
Homecoming Concert.
Courtesy of Student Government

·%.if:firJ8%f81ffi•~·~~lll'~

The KIOSK's Season
Pass is required for
admission to all
U.C.F. Home
Games II
AVAILABLE
ONLY

THROUGH
OCTOBER18!

